Enhancing constant-pH simulation in explicit solvent with a two-dimensional replica exchange method.
We present a new method for enhanced sampling for constant-pH simulations in explicit water based on a two-dimensional (2D) replica exchange scheme. The new method is a significant extension of our previously developed constant-pH simulation method, which is based on enveloping distribution sampling (EDS) coupled with a one-dimensional (1D) Hamiltonian exchange method (HREM). EDS constructs a hybrid Hamiltonian from multiple discrete end state Hamiltonians that, in this case, represent different protonation states of the system. The ruggedness and heights of the hybrid Hamiltonian's energy barriers can be tuned by the smoothness parameter. Within the context of the 1D EDS-HREM method, exchanges are performed between replicas with different smoothness parameters, allowing frequent protonation-state transitions and sampling of conformations that are favored by the end-state Hamiltonians. In this work, the 1D method is extended to 2D with an additional dimension, external pH. Within the context of the 2D method (2D EDS-HREM), exchanges are performed on a lattice of Hamiltonians with different pH conditions and smoothness parameters. We demonstrate that both the 1D and 2D methods exactly reproduce the thermodynamic properties of the semigrand canonical (SGC) ensemble of a system at a given pH. We have tested our new 2D method on aspartic acid, glutamic acid, lysine, a four residue peptide (sequence KAAE), and snake cardiotoxin. In all cases, the 2D method converges faster and without loss of precision; the only limitation is a loss of flexibility in how CPU time is employed. The results for snake cardiotoxin demonstrate that the 2D method enhances protonation-state transitions, samples a wider conformational space with the same amount of computational resources, and converges significantly faster overall than the original 1D method.